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If it is ruined, she no longer has to hide it all the time, for fear that people will see the
pinhole-filled arm and explore her filthy past.

It was a symbol of all her darkness and humiliation, and it was a relief if it was gone.

“Shut up!” Liam Lu roared abruptly.

He held Zoey Gu and walked fast, his masseter muscles were tight, and the veins on his
forehead jumped vigorously. It seemed that there was no difference in normal days.

But at close range, he could clearly see the imperceptible panic and fear in his eyes.

Realizing that his emotions were too out of control, he looked down at Zoey Gu in his
arms, his voice suddenly softened.

“Don’t worry, there will be no scars left on your body.”

Zoey Gu silently pulled out a pale arc.

She half-closed her eyes, and before slowly disappearing consciousness, she raised
her head to look at Liam Lu’s slightly contoured face, and asked gently.

“You don’t have to feel guilty, everything is voluntary. I am very happy that you can
come to save me…”

Liam Lu’s heart grabbed, and the hands that hugged her tightened suddenly.

After she was completely injured, she even denied the obvious concern for him.

How much pain did Zoey Gu once have…

“It’s not guilt or gratitude.”

Liam Lu pressed his lips tightly and looked down at Zoey Gu in his arms.

“Zoey, I came because you are my Mrs. Lu, the unique Mrs. Lu.”

unfortunately.

Zoey Gu had fainted a long time ago, and she had never heard a word of what he said.

“Zoey?”

Liam Lu tentatively called her several times, but there was no answer.



He panicked in a rare moment, holding her all the way to the outside of the courtyard.

As soon as I left the door, a car drove from a distance like wind, and his men jumped out
of the car and hurriedly opened the door.

Liam Lu bent over and sat in with Zoey Gu, Shiyue ordered.

“Go to the best skin burn hospital in Qingcheng, hurry!”

The subordinate quickly responded, and asked nonchalantly when he jumped into the
driver’s seat.

“Liam, what did the boss do then?”

Hearing that, Liam Lu’s eyes suddenly burst into cold bloodthirsty.

“He stays, naturally he has things to do.”

The next second, the car rushed out like a gust of wind.

After just a few minutes, Shiyue slowly walked out of the Yun’s villa with his mobile
phone in one hand and his pocket in one hand.

Behind him, there was a heart-piercing cry.

As for what happened…

Shiyue couldn’t help but sigh, tusk, it’s miserable!

Out of the courtyard, he made another call and went out, sneered and ordered to go
down.

“I am Shiyue.”

“Lu Shao ordered. After all, this is Qingcheng. With such a big beam, you will definitely
not be able to leave the city in a short time. Why don’t you strike while the iron is hot and
do something meaningful?”

…

Zoey Gu was sent to the rescue room for the first time, and then out of the rescue room
shortly afterwards and transferred directly to the ward.

The doctor followed Zoey Gu into the ward, stared at Zoey Gu’s unrecognizable arm for
a long time, couldn’t help sighing, and turned to look at Liam Lu beside the bed.

“Sir, Miss Gu, in this case, let me tell you the truth.”
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